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Consistency systems don't stop
Partitioning is intrinsie

Availability is not

Availability Partitioning
negotiable
↓

keep going
and don't

be afraid to make

S mistakes
LOCA. FIRST



&Actyze ⑧
Platform to develop applications for controlling/managing
industrial production processes

command execution generates events

Pub-Sub middleware (asynchronously) replicates los of events

by merging newly generated
events

Temporary partitioning
Need for eventual consistency of replicated logs

*and other
application domains

too



Top down
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Some comments/results
-

session infidelity

Projections yield correct realisations

Deadlock freedom by construction!

Dropping events is harmless in W.E. protocols

⑦ Details in Kuhn, Melgzatti,
T. e Ec0023)



Open Problems

Generalise WF

Optimise
Support to "design" subscriptions

Collaborative vs. Adversarial

Failures

Unzeliebte pub-sub
impae/non-compensatable events
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Dogstuhl, September 2021

the
join catchee is a powerful abstraction

for concurrent programming:

benzie (b) & apple (a) if ==bD fruitsaled(b,
e)

Lettuce (2) & apple (a) & olives (0) issalad (1,1,0)

Q:Why hasn'tthe join calculus
become popular?

A: It's implementations are not efficientvery
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Chasing matches
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Open Problems

· Does this work better?

- Experiments
- Benchmarks ·Leg. SAVINA)

tiel in the worst case,
·the algorithms is expanem
but how realistic pathological comes are?

·
Are there other interesting kinds of Join patterns

?

· Other nations of "best" match?




